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Modern Vintage instruments reach back into the classic guitar and bass designs, but add improvements and updates that affect the
usability of each guitar and bass without tampering with the formula of the sound, feel and look of the originals. Some of the updates
include; updated lightweight Hipshot tuning keys on the bass guitars that improve tuning accuracy and help reduce overall instrument
weight, Torrified maple necks that improve the stability of the necks of the guitars and basses while also increasing the sustain of each
note while improving how the instrument 'speaks', and a modern 2-way truss rod system that not only has easy access for 'on the fly'
adjustments, but improves the quality of the set-up of each instrument.
Attention to detail of vintage attributes are integral to each Modern Vintage instrument, including; Steel saddles w/ vintage 'screw
saddle' design used on the bridges rather than pot metal or brass saddles to maintain the original attack/decay of the originals, all
passive electronics, period correct 4-ply tortoise pick guard material used on certain instruments, matching headstocks with customcolor instruments, and neck profiles modeled after curated vintage instruments regarded as having the 'most traditional' neck shapes of
the era.
Modern Vintage instruments provide a tremendous value that represent the greatest 'bang-for-the-buck' for any player that seeks the
sound, look and feel of a vintage guitar of bass, with stability, adjustability and usability are a deal breaker. All Modern Vintage guitars
and basses are priced without a gig-bag or case to allow the player the option to use their favorite, use one they already own or add
one from our online store as an option.
Part #
MVS-64

Description
Modern Vintage guitar inspired by a 1964 model; Alder body, Torrified Maple neck, dot inlays,
Indian Rosewood Fingerboard, modern 9.5” fretboard radius, vintage Kluson-style tuners, dualaction/two-way truss rod, Three Custom wound single-coil pickups, 3-ply pick-guard & a vintagestyle bridge with steel saddles & vibrato tailpiece.

MSRP

MAP

$2,299

$1,649

Colors Available:
Olympic White
Shell Pink
Sea Foam Green
Part #
MVP4-62

Fiesta Red
Black
Shoreline Gold metallic

Description
Modern Vintage bass inspired by a 1962 model; Alder body, Torrified Maple neck, dot inlays,
Indian Rosewood Fingerboard, Hipshot Ultralite “clover key” tuners, dual action/two-way truss rod,
modern 9.5” fretboard radius, fully passive bass with one Custom wound, hum-cancelling split
pickup, metal pickup cover, 4-ply tortoise W/B/W/T pickguard, vol/tone control configuration & a
vintage-style bridge with steel saddles.

Colors Available:
Black
Fiesta Red
2-Tone Sunburst
Part #
MVJ4-66

Firemist Silver metallic
3-Tone Sunburst
Lake Placid Blue metallic

Olympic White
Sonic Blue
Candy Apple Red

3-Tone Sunburst
Sea Foam Green
Inca Silver Metallic

MAP

$2,099

$1,499

MSRP

MAP

$2,299

$1,649

3-Tone Sunburst
Sea Foam Green
Charcoal Frost Metallic

Description
Modern Vintage bass inspired by a 1966 model; Alder body, Torrified Maple neck, White neck
binding and pearl dot inlays, Indian Rosewood fingerboard, Matching painted headstock (except
sunburst), Hipshot Ultralite “lollipop” tuners, dual action-two-way truss rod, modern 9.5” fretboard
radius, fully passive bass with two Custom wound single-coil pickups, metal neck pickup cover, 4ply tortoise W/B/W/T pickguard, volume/volume/tone control configuration & a vintage-style bridge
with steel saddles.

Colors Available:
Olympic White
Burgundy Mist Metallic
Sherwood Green Metallic

MSRP

Black
Shoreline Gold Metallic
Shell Pink

These trademarks are trademarks of Modern Vintage musical instruments all rights reserved. Every product is made with pride and care–and is backed by a two-year warranty. Consult your local retailer,
distributor, or the Modern Vintage web site (www.modernvintage.com) for details. Features and specifications are subject to change without notice.
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